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Students

New York City may be
the city with the most
advanced break dancers,
but a USU group has a
style of their own.
See Page 12

May 4, 1984

Every year, the university loses a number of professors
to higher-paying job offers in industry and at other
universities. The problem is commonly referred to as
"brain drain," which sucked away 31 teachers last year.

Brain Drain: A continuing headache at USU
ly RODNEYCHONGWE
llaff writer
'We sent 400 letters lo department heads and
faculty, and advertised in national technical
.Plll,lations with 150,000 readers. We were able to
Jocaie
threeapplicants with marginal qualifica-

......

'nilscomment

by Alma Moser, head of the
engineeringdepartment, underscores
lldent ol faculty recruitment and retention profacingsome USU departments.
are trying lo recruit for next year but we
IIOt suca.ful in some cases," said Donald
computer science department head, who is
using services of graduate students to
COUl'RS following the resignations of

Russell Holdredge, recruitment chairman of the
engineering department, concurs.
"U we can pay a professor the salary a bachelor
of science holder receives in private industry," he
said. "Then there is no way we can hire and retain
professors."
The industry pay differential is having a negative
impact on some departments' graduate programs.
'We are having a hard time keeping our
graduate students, who see no reason in pursuing
an advanced degree because private industry can
offer them much more with just the first degree,"
he said.
Moser said he expects his graduate student
population to be down by as much as 60 percent
on the projected next year's total.
A 1982 study, according to Cazier, showed that
out of the 70 percent of engineering graduates, only
17 percent were in graduate school.
'This causes concern about who our educators
are going to be," he said. 'We certainly need to
cooperate with industry to ensure that students go
for advanced degrees."
In a bid to obtain such cooperation, Cazier said
he had held talks with private industry officieals,
including some from IBM. 'They are cognizant of
the problem," he said.
In fact, some industries have embarked upon
programs that are designed to be an incentive to
students to go to graduate school by providing
them with a stipend.
'The hope is that these stipends will encourage
the students to go on to higher education and
thettafter, some may becomeeducators,"Cazier
said.
The wane in graduate interelt ,_
apilwt a
backdropol aenerai
declinesin atudent
enrollment.
Accordingto Val Christe,-,, USU 'rice pnoiclent

for student services, as many as 2,(X)()students do
not return to USU.
But the major problem seems to be in finding
ways to stem the tide of faculty brain-drain, Jacobs
said. This is made all the more complicated by the
fact that USU must rely mainly on appropriations
from the Utah Legislature, which, in tum, must
make such budget allocations according to the
general state of the economy.
According to Jacobs, USU received a 9-percent
budget increase for the fiscal year 1984-85. This is
the first budget increase in two years.
Faced with such budgetary constraints, USU
must find ways to retain its faculty. Economics
professor Gary Hansen said temporary arrangements that include the use of retirees and temporary staff can be made. Similarly, retrenchment!:
such as elimination of some programs could be carried out, "but these may sacrifice quality," Hansen
said.
The smallness of Logan places some limitations
on temporary arrangements.
'Temporary employees are not only few, but
also inexistent in Logan for the quality of faculty
we need to replace with those who resign," said
Jacobs.
While noting the impossibility of matching
salaries industry offers, Cazier said the university
"should be able to compete with others across the
nation."
Accordingly, Cazier said USU will make an addition to the state appropriations from "our own
resources," which will translate into upwards of 25
percent in faculty salary hikes based on productivity and merit.
'With this increase, we should be able to attract
young faculty who can compete nallonally," Cazier
said. 'This will, in turn, be good for the university
andfor their own careers."
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Friday's World
Top court OKs gag rule
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - The Utah Supreme Court
has upheld the constitutionality of a gag order that stopped the news media from referring to a criminal defendant's alleged ties to organized crime.
In a 4-1 decision, the court upheld a restraining order
issued last Oct. 19 by 3rd District Judge Homer Wilkinson in a case involving Jerome Gatto, 47, of Salt Lake
City.
Wilkinson's order prevented reporters from referring
to Gatto's alleged ties to organized crime in stories about
his trial on charges of felony theft stemming from his
alleged involvement in a scheme to attract investments in
a bogus gold mine. '
The order was issued in the case after jurors said
they'd had contact with people outside the courtroom
who had heard new reports about Gatto's reputed ties to
the sons of aJ!eged Mafia chief Joseph "Joe Bananas"
Bonanno.
Several news organizations, including the Associated
Press and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma
Delta Chi, appealed the order. The Utah Supreme Court
immediately upheld Wilkinson 's order, but allowed the
news organizations to file a more formal appeal.
Even with the restraining order, Wilkinson was forced
to declare a mistrial in Gatto's case when other jurors
said they 'd been exposed to forbidden information.
In the court's majority opinion, Chief Justice Gordon
Hall wrote that "use of the term Mafia in almost any
context is a guaranteed attention-getter" even though it
was unrelated to any facts in the trial.
"The media rebuffed the court's suggestion that voluntary restraint be exercised and broadly disseminated accounts of Gatto's alleged underworld connections," Hall
added.
When they argued the case before the court, media attorneys said a defendant's right to a fair trial did not
guarantee a jury totally ignorant of the background of
the case. They also said Wilkinson should have taken
other measures, such as sequestering the jury, before
placing prior restraints on the media.
In his opinion, Hall said Gatto's trial did not involve
official misconduct, in which legitimate pubHc interest
might outweigh other concerns and justify the expense
and risk of prejudice that sequestering the jury would
have entailed.
He also said that since the case involved publicity during the trial rather than before the trial, "the threat to
fair trail rights is readily apparent."
However , he added, "In order to avoid implying that
this precedent could become commonplace, we empha size that orders imposing any prior restraints on the
media can rarely be justified."
Justice I. Daniel Stewart dissented, but on Thursday
had not yet issued his opinion. Justices Dallin H. Oaks,
Richard C. Howe and Christine M. Durham concurred
with Hall.
Sigma Delta Chi co-presidents Randy Hatch , managing editor of the Ogden Standard-Examiner, and Ernie
Ford, managing editor of KSL-TV, said some news
organizations had expressed a willingness to appeal the
case to the U.S. Supreme Court, but no decision had
been made .
"I think it's reaily dangerous they would set any precedent at all that would keep the media from reporting,"
Ford said.
Meanwhile, Gatto faces a federal court trial here July
11 on 47 counts of fraud stemming from his a1leged involvement in a gold mine venture near Yosemite National Park.
He is accused of having made misrepresentations of
his interest in the Golden Eagle mine in order to arrange
loans.

Pope welcomed in South Korea
SEOUL, Korea (AP) - Pope John Paul II
called for reconciliation between North and
South Korea and "a more human society of
true justice and peace" as he began a 10-day
pilgrimage to Asia in South Korea on
Thursday.
The pontiff, on his first of five days in
South Korea, expressed hope that the
communist and anti-communist halves of the
divided nation wil1 be reunited and political
repression will Jessen in both.
Students demanding democratic reforms
clashed with police at a Seoul university, as
thousands of Koreans lined the streets of the
capital to watch the pope pass.
At Sugyungkwan University, witnesses said
more than 1,000 students confronted riot
police for about two hours.
The police used tear gas to tum back the
demonstrators, and the witnesses said one
student leader shouted, "The pope should
come here to see the democracy of this land."
The pope conducted a Mass at T aeshin
Seminary on Thursday evening not far from
the university. His motorcade took him abut
150 yards from the school's gates and people
waiting to see him pass said they could smeJJ
tear gas.
The protest was the latest of a rash of
demonstrations this spring by students calling

for democratic reforms and campus
autonomy.
John Paul was scheduled to travel to tho
southern provincial capital of Kwangju on
Friday. Since a 1980 anti-government up_~
there in which hundreds of people were killed
and injured, many South Koreans hava
considered Kwangju a symbol of the country's
dissident movement.
Reports from Kwangju on Thursday said
there were no signs of activity by dissidents.
Chonnam University in Kwangju, a site of
protests earlier this spring, was reported
quiet.
Hundreds of thousands of people waving
South Korean and Vatican flags linedthe
streets earlier Thurday as the pope rodein his
plastic-topped "Popemobile" from Kimpo
Intemationa] Airport into Seoul.
The smiling pontiff, dressed in his white
cassock and skull cap, paused along the way
for a ceremony at a martyr's shrine on the
banks of the Han River, where Christians
were tortured and executed more than 100
years ago.
President Chun Doo-hwan greeted John
Paul at the airport and stood beside him as
the pontiff, in a nationally-televised speech.
praised the Koreans as a "proud and sturdy
people."
Tight security remained in effect in Seoul,
where the pope was to return each night.

Pilot killed when F-16 crashes
HILL AIR FORCE BASE, Utah (AP) The
20th ·F-16 jet fighter to crash in Utah has
taken the life of a decorated pilot who was a
squadron commander at Hill Air Force Base,
officials said Thursday.
Lt. Col. Richard D. Andersen, 40, was
killed about 10,35 p.m. Wednesday when his
aircraft crashed while on a night practice
bombing run over the Utah Test and Training
Range, said base spokeswoman Carol Ann

Keck.
She said Andersen was commander of Hill's
16th Tactical Fighter Squadron, a position
he'd held since May 20, 1982.
It was the second F-16 crash in Utah in
three days. Capt. Randell S. Meyer, 28,
ejected safely when his F-16 went down over
the western Utah desert Monday.
The Air Force said a board of officers will
investigate both crashes. In Washington, an
Air Force spokesman said Thursday the F-16
is considered "the safest single-engine aircraft
that we have ever flown."

The spokesman said the loss of a second
F-16 at Hill this week was not cause for any
particular concern.
According to Air Force records, 40 F-161
have been lost in crashes since the plane was
introduced in the late 1970s.
Of 35 lost through 1983, roughly halftho
crashes were attributed to "operational
factors." Officials said that means pilot emir
not mechanical problems, were responsi'ble
for the mishaps.
Rep. Dan Marriott, R-Utah, had considoftd
calling congressional hearings on the F-16
after Monday's crash. But after meetingwith
Air Force officials, Marriott said Thunda)'hr
has ruled out any kind of investigation,
He said, however, that he continues to l,t
concerned that "the F-16 is so sophisticatld
that it lends itself to accidents."
The Air Force said the $13 million F-16lao
the lowest "destroyed rate" of any singleengine fighter plane, with only 9,6 crasl,aper
100,000 hours flying time.

President warns against military cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
inching toward endorsement of a $144 billion
deficit-reduction package that President
Reagan backs, heard a warning Thursday
from the president against seeking military
spending cuts beyond those he already
supports.
In an appearance before the Senate Armed
Services C~mmittee, Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger reluctantly delivered a list
of suggested Pentagon cuts as part of the
effort to meet the deficit-reduction goal. He
also noted Reagan had sent the committee a
letter saying, "I strongly believe that any
further reductions would be counter to our
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PMS affects hundreds of women
By JANET BENNION
staff writer

There was a little girl
Who had a little curl
Right in the middle of her
forehead.
And when she was good,
She was very, very good,
But when she was bad she
was horrid.

fatigue, unexplained anger,
breast tenderness, acne,

claim that 40 percent of
women of childbearing age
have premenstrual syndrome.
According to Julie Kraus,

headaches, swollen hands and
feet, cravings for sweets or

salty foods and a host of

Cache Valley PMS volunteer,
'There are an awful lot of

other complaints.

Behavioral symptoms include eating binges , mood
swings, irrationality , aggression, uncontrolled outbursts,

women in Cache Valley and

attending USU, They must
learn that what they suffer
does exist and there is now

help available," she said.
For years doctors have sug-

Mary Dickson of Network
used this old nursery rhyme
to describe how premenstrual

syndrome (PMS) affected
Patty Cannon, present direc-

tor of the Utah PMS Center
in Salt Lake City. She was so
good in the good times,

toms are "all in the head," or
in other words,
psychosomatic. Independent
women, in competition with
men, insist that their monthly

biological clock has no effect
shows that PMS is a real and

band felt she was worth

treatable hormonal disorder.

waiting for. According fo
Cannon, "I would go into fits

According to Dr, William
R. Keye, director of the divi-

of irritability, getting angry
at loved ones for no reason
at all. The worst part was
that I felt I had no control

sion of reproductive endocrinology at the University
of Utah, symptoms are
physical, emotional and
behavioral.

several hundreds of women
in Logan whose moods swing

dramatically from Dr. Jekyl
to Mr. Hyde, Researchers

said, can include lethargy,

by specialists, with each
woman reporting her own
unique set. The key to identi-

fying PMS, said the National
PMS Society, is the cyclical
month. A woman with PMS
usually has at least five days
a month free of PMS symptoms.
What are women with

PMS capable of?
Dr. Katherine Dalton, a
London physician who has

been treating PMS for 30

"Research has shown that a
whole host of premenstrual
symptoms - from bloating
to depression."

could be used to describe

crying spells, suicidal feelings
and even violence.
More than 100 symptoms
of PMS have been observed

timing of the symptoms each

on their lives. Now, research

wrote Dickson, that her hus-

over what was happening."
This same nursery rhyme

"The worst part was that I felt I had no
control over what was happening" A PMS sufferer

gested that monthly symp-

years, was once asked to

testify for the defense in two
murder cases and one infanticide, in which the women

claimed to be suffering from

The physical symptoms, he

(continued on page 6)

'Linear tuition' to be implemented in 1984-85
ByTRACY ANDERSON
staffwriter

other half.
The cost of living has a lot to do

Linear tuition is on its way for fall

quarter1984. Students will be paying
$16 for each credit hour along with

thebase cost of $30. According to
RichardW, Jacobs, director of
institutional research of USU, linear
tuition is "just plain fair -

everyone

is paying the same rate."
It has taken USU four years to
move completely into the linear
program. 'The reasoning for this is

thatyou don't want the part-time

lludent subsidizing the full-time
lludent," Jacobs said, Now every
lludent will pay the same amount per

cnodithour.
Non resident students paid 49.7
percentof the total constructional
cost of tuition during the 1983-84
year and resident students paid 15.5
percent. The state is subsidizing the
resident students about six to one, the
lta.tepaying six times as much as
mident. Non resident students pay

halfwith the state picking up the

with the tuition increase, according to

Jacobs, The cost of living doubled in
October 1978 and has since tripled.
That means an increase in tuition.
With the new linear program at

USU, students who are to decrease
their average credit hour would be
paying a heavy penalty because of
linear tuition.

If, for example, a student took 16
credit hours for 12 quarters during a
period of 4 years, he would have a
total of 192 credits, plenty with
which to graduate, then the total
tuition paid, assuming an inflation

rate of 6 percent, would total
$3,687.78.
If a student were to drop his credit
hours because of linear tuition to 10

credit hours for 19 quarters, it would
take him 6.33 years to graduate with
a total of 190 credit hours. The total
tuition paid when assuming the

inflation rate of 6 percent would be
$4,133.74 during those 6.33 years.
"You would be paying a heavy

penalty by dropping your credit
hours and taking longer to graduate,"
Jacobs said,
"It's a false economy not to load up

after four years. Weber State College

on credit hours; you don't save a

moving toward linear tuition this fall,

penny by dropping your total credit

along with UTC in Provo.
Southern Utah State College, Snow
College, Dixie College, College of

hours, because of one, inflation on
tuition; two, you pay extra housing
and food costs over the years and
three, your deferred income is going
down because you are still going to
school and not out and working,"

Jacobs said.
Assuming no interruptions and
disregarding the issue of constant

dollars, it will cost $302.07 more "to
save tuition" by dropping to 13
credits, and $566.22 more will be
paid for tuition by only carrying an
average of 10 credits per quarter until

graduation. (That's not including the
substantial extra cost for food and
housing over the extended period of
time, according to Jacobs).

The University of Utah will be on
full linear tuition this fall after seven
years of trying to get it completely in
the system, USU will also be there

has moved in the endpoints of their

level tuition to 12 to 18 credits. Utah
Technical College in Salt Lake City is

Eastern Utah have not made any step
in the direction of linear tuition.
In comparison of tuition with other
colleges and universities in the state

of Utah this year, the U of U ranks
the highest in tuition, paying $291.50
for 15 credit hours. At USU it costs
$244 for the same amount of credits.
WSC is even cheaper than USU,
paying only $209 for 15 credits,
Students at SUSC pay $199, and
those at the five two-year colleges
pay $167, with the exception of
UTC / Salt Lake students who pay
$192,
Along with the linear tuition

change, students will be paying 8
~ercent more in tuition next fall.

New ASUSU Council passes resolution on scheduling
By WENDYWEAVER
llaff writer
Th,, 1984-85 ASUSU Executive Council, stumbl-

ing throughits first executive senate meeting, pro-

~ four resolutions and one bill Wednesday,
PIiiing one and leaving the others in committee for

a week.

events, such as the college weeks and other major
events, not be allowed to run on concurrent weeks.

A resolution suggesting the a committee be formed to research the feasibility of increasing the cur-

'The scheduling of college week activities often

rent Spectrum power system by 400 amps per leg.

coincide with local and national activities and
therefore require scheduling in advance," the
resolution said.
Submitted for first reading was a resolution to

allow the ASUSU executive council members to

"There is insufficient power in the Spectrum to
facilitate major concerts," said the resolution sub-

mitted by Steve Thompson, Spectrum Productions
vice president.

A bill, submitted by Ben Nishiguchi, executive
vice president suggests that used typewriters be

Th,, resolution passed suggests that when
acheduling major events such as Homecoming,

purchase a terrace parking perm.it at the same year-

ly rate as staff and faculty.

purchased for each office.

~ctivities and major dances, college weeks be
.........,., to participate in the scheduling process.

"Executive council members are required to
spend a minimum of 20 hours per week in their of-

type," said the resolution . "If they had a typewriter

!,!"~-

Theacademic vice president, the resolution pro'flOled,
would be able to sit on the calendaring
-.mittee

to represent the colleges.
submitted by Steve Jones,
vice oresident, also su=ted
that these

-=-~ resolution

._,tic

fices," said the resolution, also submitted by Jones.
"Class schedules require council members to have

varying office hours throughout the day, Parking is
limited to students and student lots are often full
during various times of the day."

'There is a need for all executive officers to
available for there (sic) own use, it would ease the
burden on the secretaries, as well as add to there
(sic) own convenience."
Two resolutions, one to keep canines off campus

and another to paint an "A" on 700 N. and 800 E.,
were put into committee for another week.
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Foresight eliminates
flooding problems
Spring flooding in Utah the past two years has
caused a lot of damage and perhaps even more anxiety. Because of repeated high water years, the level
of the Great Salt Lake has risen to a point it hasn't
seen since 1879.
This continued increase in runoff has buried the
lake's beaches near Saltair resort- most likely making the resort's opening only a dream - and has
caused flooding on 1-80 west of Salt Lake City.
For the past few months, the resort's owner, John
Silver, has been asking the state to appropriate
money for the construction of dikes to hold back the
water and prevent the destruction of his resort. So
far the state has refused his pleas for money.
Rightly so. The state shouldn't feel obligated to
assist with tax money every venture that fails or is
threatened because of its lack of foresight. When
the resort was being constructed early in 1981, the
shoreline was only a brine shimp's throw away from
Silver's expansion and, in terms of depth, only inches higher.
Any reasonably-thinking contractor would have
realized that because the building site was so near
the water's level, that the slightest increase in the
lake's capacity would cover the beaches.
Even when runoff isn't a factor the water level can
vary greatly. For example, during windstorms, water
is sometimes blown well into the proposed Saltair
development. Because Silver and his crew didn't
have the foresight to understand the potential of
flooding - or chose to ignore it - his resort now
suffers but should not be saved by state money.
Of course, Silver is not the only one to suffer from
lack of foresight. Another example is found in Murray, Just south of Salt Lake City.
Because of flooding, this city was declared a national disaster area two years ago. But being flooded
was the fault of the developers who planned and the
people who purchased houses and apartment complexes where they did.
The most damage was suffered by two complexes
known as The Willows and Creekside. Both are
built on the banks of Big Cottonwood Creek, a
stream that was known by Murray locals to flood its
banks every two or three years during the spring
runoff.
Closer to Logan is another example of flooding
and lack of foresight. About mid-point in Wellsville
Canyon is a low-lying area known as Dry Lake.
Guess again. This year as in most years, water has
accumulated in the basin and created a formidable
lake. That lake has now exceeded its "banks" and
crossed the oft-used highway, despite the ill-fated,
hurriedly constructed dikes or winnrows ..
Flooding in Utah will continue to cause
headaches each spring unless people have the common sense to build or buy houses in areas away
from streams, rivers and low-lying areas. Flooding
elsewhere will be the exception, certainly not the
rule. In the meantime, the state agencies monitoring
aid should be frugal with their/our money.

-~tter5 ______

_

''Solution'' to Central America is offered
To the Editor:

The first, and most impor-

tant, "reasonable solution" to
the "problem"
in Central
America is the vote Ronald

Reaganout of office in 1984.

EricWood

Concern first step toward involvement
To the editor:
"Concern" for the situation
in Central America is the first
step toward individual involvement, and as you say in the
May 2 editorial, many are con•
cerned. But closely following
that concern comes step
number two - accurately in•
forming yourself on the issue.
With information an individual is less likely to be
blinded
by either
the
" pipe-dream" rhetoric you ac-

cuse the Central American
Solidarity Coalition (CASC) of
crying or the pervasive myths
preached regularly by the
politicians. Criticizing CASC
for offering another informa•
tion source is a step in the
wrong direction. Information
generates ideas; ideas generate
solutions. Informed judgments
are a precursor to reasonable
action.
If the problem is rhetoric,
then three reasonable actions
anyone can take are:

1. Vote Ronald Reaganand
h is
''fanning•the-flames-<ommunists" rhetoric out of office in
November.
2. Vote James Hansen and
his "insatiable, money-and
power.hungry Marxist•leninist
revolutionaries" rhetoric out of
office in November.
3. Vote Orrin Hatch andhis
"red-belt,
infiltrating communist agents" rhetoric out of
office at the first chance.
Tim Vitale

Editorial on Central America rebutted
To the Editor:
I have disagreed with your
editorials in the past, but your
editorial of May 2 goes beyond
all limits of journalistic fairness
in editorial opinion.
The headline, "Solutions
needed, not just rhetoric," is
really quite ironic and selfdefeating, because while you
chide the Central America
Coalition for disseminating information, the editorial itself is
nothing but an exercise in
rhetoric- it offers no solutions
at all.
Instead, the editorial simply
misstates CASC's objectives,
then goes on to label as a
"pipe dream" something The
Statesman thinks CASC may
have meant. Journalists are
supposed to draw opinions
from facts and data, not inklings thrown together from conjectrue and hearsay.
Contrary to The Statesman
editorial, CASC does indeed
have very specific ideas for
alternatives to current U.S.
policy in Central America.
However, it is not surprising

that the Statesman is ignorant
of that position, because it has
never taken the time to ask.
You newspaper people are
supposed to distribute information, not criticize others for doing it. Yet this was the only
thing The Statesman chose to
do after five months of activity
by a group of concerned and
caring citizens. The Statesman
has consistently ignored the
hard work of politically-aware
students. Apparently, ignoring
their work is no longer
enough.

change by asking Americansto
give some thinking to the subject. We believe a few
ideas can be worth more than
money, and we believe the
media should inculcate
ideas. Usually they do nol, and
The Statesman is certainly no
exception to this rule.

sood
sood

CASC believes responsible
pub Iic pol icy can only be
brought about through an Informed public. That is whywe
make as much infonnllloll
available as possible. Clt5C
does this through 1..form a wide variety of SOUltlL
It does this with an infonnllloll
table in th SC basement,
CJt5C
sponsors speakers, ftlms
debates, public rallleS~
cultural exchanges. WI au
whatever we canto allow,...
pie to make their owncholllll,
Apparently, The 51.-i
believes · people should

Instead, the Statesman said
CASC should encourage people to write letters to their congressmen and senators. Of
course, we have already done
that. You would have known
that had you asked. The
Statesman suggests we try to
raise money to help the
political situation in Central action without beins
America. It is not our objective as exemplified by hi
to bring about positive social publishing opinions
changeby askingAmericansto facts.
give money. It is our objective
to bring about positivesocial
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Flirting 101, part two

Look through to her heart with a
diamond from Thomas Jewelers.

Editor's note: Soapbox is a weekly column ,n which a member
of The Statesmanstall is invited to express an opinion of his or
her choice. Lori Ann Eaton is a sophomoremajoring in journalism.
(Writer's note: This is the second part of a recent column I
wrote. Most of the responsesI received were positive. But
one person, who did not understand the article, needs to get
a dictionary, go to the S's and look up satire.)
My friends and I were sitting around the other day talking
about how successful we've been
since we thought up the Flirting
101 list.
We had spent tedious hours, learning the ropes and sacrificing food
and sleep, in order to master the
art. But ii was worth ii.
I mean, what is life for, but to
serve those forever-in-demand
hunks?
Girls, if you studied the rules, as
we did, you too were rewarded.
Now every man on campus knows your smile and fluttering
eyelashes and you've been asked out.
But you ask yourself, as we have, what's "next?" Do not
fret your pretty little heads off. Here is another list to guide
you in your searchfor everlastinglove.
- When you are with your hunk, always act cheerful and
happy-go-lucky. Constantly smile, no matter how much ii
hurts your face.
- Pretend you are outrageously ticklish so he has an
"innocent" excuse to touch you.
- Act sleepy while you are both watching television so
you can "innocently" put your head on his shoulder.
- When traveling in his car, never mention the fact that
your tailbone is numb from sitting on the stick shin. We
want to be close to our hunks.
- Never call him, let him call you. We don't want to seem
pushy. When he does call at two in the morning, slap
yourself awake and say, "No, I wasn't sleeping, poopsy
woopsy. I was just sitting arqund waiting for you to call."
- If he calls on a Friday afternoon mention the fact that
you will have such a boring weekend without your
roomales, who won't be back until Sunday (late Sunday).
- Always be ready in case he decides to pop in. Take a lot
of showers, keep make-up fresh and study the flirting lists
every chance you get.
- "Accidently" lose your apartment keys so you can spend
some more time over at his place. Then "accidenlly" find
your keys when your hunk starts getting a little naughty.
- Do cute little things for him like writing cute little love
notes. Or maybe throw a party for him because he passed
his skuba diving class.
- Go to scarymovies so you can screamand shiver. This
gives him a chance to hold you in his big hunky arms. If
you can't see a horror flick go lo a sentimental one so you
can snivel and sigh.
- Sometimes it's hard to be romantic with your hunk. If
he's been drinking or smoking and you haven't; just hold
your breath when he kisses you.
- If your hunk gets a little too naughty, sweetly say, in betweengiggles,"I'm not that kind of a girl." Giggle some
moreand blush.
- Above all, make your hunk feel macho. Put him up on a
pedestal and worship the very ground he walks on. Lei him
knowyou are so dedicated, you would tie his tennis shoes
with your teeth.

Now that you have the syllabus for Flirting 102, your wor;:,_are_over. You've got your hunk. Now learn how to keep

Becau"'if

he decides 10 dump you for a better flirter, his

dog or a iootball gamt, y0u ·•·nulcl be lost forever. You
WOUid
probably end up as a nun teaching uncivilized people m a foreign country that nobody has ever heard of.
So get to your studies and master the art of flirt. Memorize
)lt)Urnotes and schedule study sessions with your friends.

It takes time and dedication, but stick with it and you will

beN!Wardedwith

:.fllimand
hunk.

the honor of serving that forever-in-

Birkenstock

For all walks of life.

make aplace

for themselves.

Some treatments for PMS
include diet, progesterone

Everything For Your Beauty

i~~~ ~ 1""'""--"',/
,,Needs

I

Cosmetics
Ear Piercing
John Evans
Sculptured Nails
Hair Products
by Kim
BrushesIll Combs Permsand Waves

(continued from page 3)

'S wee\(end
riotner ·al
speC\

Ear Piercing
and Earrings

$19,95

Only $499

14k. gold·filled posts

The Corner Beauty Supply
101 S. Main
;

--------

Mon-Sat 9-6

- ----------------,/---------

753-0996
~

premenstrual syndrome when
they committed the crimes.
Charlene Winters of the
Provo Daily Herald wrote
about Cathy, a young
women in her mid-20s who
had suffered from bouts of
depression since puberty.
"Every month I would get
out of control," said Cathy.
"I Rared up at the least little
thing and was always
disciplining my children for
minor refractions. I even
bounced a child off the wall
once before I realized what I
was doing. "
Dr. Ronald Norris, director
of a PMS program in Boston,
said a surprising number of

his apatients
by
memberareof accompanied
their family.
"The person wants to be
sure we learn just how terrible life has been for the
whole family," he said.
Jody DuPuis, a 28-year-old
patient, can verify this. For
seven years she suffered from
PMS following the birth of
her first child.
"Every month, halfway
through my menstrual cycle,
I would get tense, cranky,
depressed and exhausted,"
she said. "By the time my
period started, the tension
was just crawling under my
skin. I was unbearable to live
with."
Women may feel like

they're falling apart, yet with
treatment, say researchers.
PMS sufferers are able to perform the same duties as men.
"Once we recognize it, and
treat it, it makes women better than men," Dalton said.
Dr. Keye agrees with tht
London doctor. 'Women
who have PMS and are
treating it function every bit
as effectively as men."
Treatment for PMS has
become holistic in nature, according to Keye, with diet
and lifestyle changes recommended for the milder c;ues
and vitamin and medication
prescribed for serious sufferers. More extreme
treatments include large doees
of natural progesterone.
Dalton has treated more
than 30,000 European WOIIIIII
for premenstrual syndrome
with the drug. It is approved
for fertility treatments in
women who want to conceive.
"If it's safe in pregnancy,
it's safe," she said. In fact,
Mary Fince of the Deseret
News wrote that during
pregnancy the body produas
30 times the amount of progesterone used in treatments,
as quoted by Dalton.
Cannon, Keye and D. Cor•
ydone Hammond, co-director
of sex and marital therapy,
spoke at a statewide PMS
workshop in the Eccles Conference Center Wednesday.

CROSSWORDPUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Baby's
napkin
4 Mends with
cotton
9 Headgear
12 Room In
harem
13 Sewing cases
14 Poem
15 Pale
16 Let it stand
17 Sluggish
18 Pigpens
20 Latin
conjunction
21 Symbol for
silver
23 Sea eagle
24 Begins
28 Edge
30 Format
instruction
32 Lamb's pen
name
34 A state: abbr.
35 Glrl's name
36 Wooden
clappers
39 Organ of
hearing
40 Classify
41 Beverage
43 French artk:le
44 Compass
point
45 Hinder
47 Part of
skeleton
50 Fruit cake
51 Limb
54 Veneration
55 Pattern
56 Cry of cow
57 Condensed
moisture
58 Wear away
59 Fondle

DOWN
1 Forward part

of ship
2 Mountain on
Crete
3 Prohibits
4 Fond wish
5 AccompanyIng
6 Regrets
7 Insect egg
8 Steamship:
abbr.
9 Mountain
pass
10 Fuss
11 Church
bench
17 Declare
19 Symbol for
tellurium
20 Greek letter
21 Betel palm
22 Venomous
llzards
24 Strewn
25 Ceremony
26 Sum
27 Trap

Answer to Previoa PUik
P E p
Al
R
TR 0 0
p R
s p ET•
A I L
I L
0
L EM 0
P
E
A
R

E
T
N
A

CO
0 p
P 8
y
A
U L
R
N
OB• p
y E
W
B E T
A
T E
L
I D

I A8 I
T 8
I O L
A L
I N
A I D
A T T
V E
A N K L
E
T I
Al
U T I

..

29 Unmarried
woman
31 Rubber 1ree
33 Make
amends
37 Exist
38 Colonize
42 Diphthong
45 Wall border

••

,

••

I

,_

I UN
8 I W I L
LA
L I T
A T I

S

46 lncttnod

47 Evll

48Belndebt
49 Recent
50 Roc:lcyllll
52Fllll53Wltty,_
55 Pronoun
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Too shy to express
your feelings
face-to-face?

A Statesman Personal could be
your hope.
Buy one {or a whole series) for only
a dollar each for the rest of the
school year. TSC 317

f
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Don't
worry ...
Domino's
Pizza
Delivers:·
Relax. Just give us a call.
In 30 minutes or less a
delicious. hot pizza will be
delivered to you1 door .
There's no extra charge
for delivery

I

USUpow•rlifters Mark Debeliso, left, and Mike Clem recently finlshed third and first in the
C-,,s Palace Invitational. The pair is only 300 pounds off the total marks set by the top lifters in
thenation. Powerlifters compete in the dead lift, squat and bench press.
Paula Huff photo

Powerlifting a world unto itself
ByC.E. ELLEARD
lpOrts writer

It is a world unto itself. There is bulk and

buff,pumped up and toned down. Iron clangs
andsweaty bodies groan and strain with effort. It is the world of weightlifting, and in
that rapidly expanding world there are begin""" and experts, and a definite lifting elite.
In th• HPER all of the weightlifting
paraphernalia is gathered in one room. It is
thereone can often find the elite of USU's
lifters,MikeClem and Mark Debeliso.
Thepair are the primary members of the
USUPowerlifting Club. Clem is a graduate
student
in health, physical education and
recreation and a veteran lifter.
'1t was in high school," Clem explained. '1
lllarted
in Olympic lifting. My coach thought
I had potential."
In 1979 Clem spent time at the Olympic
TrainingCenter but explained, 'There you
haveto have a coach. Here in Logan I didn't
haveone."
Oem switched to powerlifting and began
~ with the powerlifting club, which gets
Us support through intramurals (club sports)
andfrom the Cactus Club.
Powerlifters compete in three lifts - the
deadlift, squat and bench press. It was
primuily becauseof the squat that Debeliso
lolned
with Oem two years ago.
"H" hasunbelievable leg and lower back
llreft&th,"
said Clem of his partner. ''He also
hastl,e ultimate in technique."

Debeliso 's strength shows in his high mark
in the squat of 500 pounds to Clem's 485. The
pair are closely matched in the dead lift at
525 pounds for Debeliso and 535 for Clem. In
the bench press, Clem clearly dominates at
420 pounds. Debeliso has lifted 280 pound s.
According to Clem , both he and Debeliso
are built ideal for powerlifting.
''You have to be built for it," he said. "It is
a leverage game - a short man 's game."
In addition to pure strength, the mind play s
a part in lifting.
"On your heavy days you have to prepare
just to come in," Debeliso said. ''You have to
be ready to lift. "
Confidence also plays a part in competition.
"It's strange ," said Clem. 'There are
cameras in front of you and people. You are
the center of attention. "
The pair explained that confidence will
come with time.
'The best lifters are from 32 to 38 years
old," said Debeliso. 'We're the youngsters."
Although young, both have been successful.
At the recent Caesar 's Palace Invitational,
Clem won his weight class and Debeliso took
third. Clem explained that the pair is only 300
pounds off the total mark~ set by the top
lifters in the nation.
With 10 years to come before reaching their
prime, both should reach the top of their
sport.

Women's track team enters MSU meet
MTh..Aggiewomen 's track team travels to
ontanaState in Bozeman, Mont., this

woebndfor a quadrangular

meet with
Washington, Montana State and
State .
....~ Aggieswill make the trip. Injured
-staying in Logan include Gwen
Wflit,;
l<iniNorman and Sandra Tolman.

:::,,

Leading USU in the meet will be Helena
Johnsson, Kristina Ponton , Barb Rainey, Mel
Tobert and Denise Pidcock.
Ponton will compete in the hurdles and the
high jump in preparation for the High Country Athletic Conference championships next
week at BYU, where she'll compete in the
heptathlon.

-::=,..--

<!)

,------------------~
Lunch
I
Orderasmall12"2-item
I
I
pizza and one quart of soda, I
I
■
all for only $5.49. I
I
Good only 11 a.m . -4 p.m. I
I
No coupon necessary, just ask. I
I ~ Expires May 6, 1984 I
I
I
•
I
I
• •
Fast , Free Delivery
I
I , --------753-8770 I
I
e
1151 N. Main
,I

S pec1aI

~------------------
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1-fere,s a Cookat 1{_q
Man of tfte

i

Year-

Denise Cooper

Tammy Coburn

oftfte Year-

-'Woman
Dave Chambers

Sue Costley

TammySchaellng

Crystal Call

Brent Sandberg

June Ross

and Scott Wyatt

John Fjeldsted

-91..chievement

oftfte Year-

Bryan Griffin

/
Steve Thompson

Timon Marshall

Shawn Mecham

-

Susan Munk

Personality

Elna Nelson

oftfte Year-

Lyn Glenn Johnson

Doug Potts

Gwen White

Robert Taylor

Denise Cooper

April Hatch

~on 1t Afiss. •

Kelly Smith

Rudy Van Kampen
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ward Candidates

'Talent ofthe Year
Bryan Griffin

Sharla Green

Joel Cardon

..

Greg Williams

Denise Gray

(ngKragen

Beverly Hill

Patrick 'Doc' Allen

-AfaCe

.?t.tlifmofthe '.Year-

-'Professor

Kenneth Farrer

Ralph Peck

JennyHenderson

ofthe'.Year-

Haven Hendricks

Fon Brown

Steven Neeley

Gardiner Stiles

~ Datwyler

Leslie Davis

Julie Marie Johnson
Martin Caldwell

James Shupe

--

Joseph Elich

Robert Hoover

Or9a.nkation of the'.Year:--

ASUSU Executive Council, Hands Up, LOSSA,
STAB, Getaway Special Students

5, 8 p.m. 2WttConcert 9-faa
, 'Ifiirc£1(oor
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Competition abounds as gridders continue spring drills
Should he get his way, says Utah State
head football coach Chris Pella, the Aggies
will be more offensive in 1984 than they have
been in years.
As of early this week, Pella's Ags had completed 10 of their NCAA allotment of 20 spring football workouts. And the coach is very
encouraged about what is in store in 1984.
"Our offense has progressed faster and further this spring than at any time since I've
been on the staff (16 seasons)," said Pella.
"We have worked to simplify the systems;
we're spending a lot of time on basics . We'll
add more, week-by-week, but we're at a good
teaching pace right now and it's paying off.''
Every quarterback candidate, says Pella,
has made measurable progress. There is still
apparently not much room separating the
four leaders at that position: lettermen Kevin
Nitzel, Doug Samuels and Gym Kimball and
junior college transfer Brad Ipsen.
Injuries have started to cut into the depth
chart along the offensive line: returning first
unit guard Tony Roach had knee surgery last
week and won't be available until October.
Pella is still confident,
"That offensive line should be a real
strength," said Pella, "not just the starters but
the backup players, too. We may redshirt
starter (tackle) James Suitt, who is still
recovering from knee surgery last fall. But,
we have the player who filled in for James
returning (Kent Balls). We have that sort of
depth all along the line with Navy
Tuiasosopo and Greg Sinnott at guard and
tackle and centers Dana Johnson and Tim
Ruiz."

At the running backs spots, where Marc
White was more productive (672 yards) than
any back since Rick Parros in 1979, a strong
competitive edge has been struck.
"Percy Jackson has been making very good
progress," said Pella, "and Marc and Eric
Adams are playing from the experience they
gained a year ago. Also, Jaimy Patton and
Mike Edwards are making a good push as is
Trae Gates."
During last Saturday's morning scrimmage
- the second of this year's spring drills - the
Aggies were without four starters due to a
variety of minor ailments (tackles Mike Hamby and Mark Mraz, inside linebacker Mike
Robinson and free safety Bill Beauford).
All have returned, or will soon, to spring
workouts.
'We have felt we're seeing the inside
linebackers mold into a very strong unit,"
said Pella. "Kelly Angell is enjoying the sort
of spring that was always predicted of him.
And, of course, James Jenkins is a returning
starter there. Al Smith (brother of graduated
Aaron Smith) and Dan Kuresa are solid at
those two i~side positions. They've been very
impressive
Pella said, as expected, Hamby and outside
linebacker All-America candidate Hal Garner
have" ... had excellent springs .. ." so far.
"The secondary is starting to show some
very good signs of maturi ty," said Pella.
'Their communication among themse lves,
which is so critical back there, is becoming a
positive factor."
(cont inued on page 11)

Second-year USU head coach Chri s Pella says the Ag football
team's offense "has progressed faster and further this spring tllu
at any time since I've been (here )."
Paula Huff pltofo

For the exercising mom:
• Danskin, Body Gear,
Arena, <ID,Speedo

SPECIALS
• Levi blouses in pastel colors
Reg~-~~~

-..

Leotards with over tops
to match

1111,
bottoms

-'1600

ALL DANCE WEAR
WILL BE
orr

20%

(Mall Store Only)

• Lotto Tennis Shoes for ladies

'1000

Reg.'38.00
Get them now for

• One group of ladies long sleeve

FOR

plaids, checks, solid blouses

SPECIAL
MOMS
• Long or short jackets
fo r spring
• Plaid shirts to match skirts,
shorts , (I), long pants
• Co tton sweate rs (I), dynamite
striped polo shirts

We've got -anything
you 'd want for MOM!

OFF

1/2

NOW

'

NOW .........

'12 99
'2400

Cute styles
Reg. '29.00 ..... .. ,

• Cole Junior

Ladies all courta

Reg. '25 .00

• Lots of pastel colored Nill aboea
• Super warm·up suits and
always sweats
• Good looking swimwear by SpNdo
1111,
Arena and cover·upa! Buy now
while selection ia good.

• Bikini•s ••

OFF!

GREAT DEALS!

• NJKE

'TIL MOTHERS DAY

1500

One piece suits
Reg. '40.00 .. .. .. .

It's fun to shop for Motlla'at

• Nike Ladies Racquet
Reg.'25 .00

•15oo

NOW ..........

129 North Main, and Caclte V allq

1111
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Game three on tap for Jazz
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) -

CoachJohn Macleod, his
f'hotnixSuns tied 1-1 with
theUtah Jazz in their best-of,rven National Basketball
Association Western Conferencesemifinal playoff
,eries, says that being at
horMwon't help his team
wry much.

'The homecourt advantage
in the playoffs is greatly
diminished because the teams
are so even," Macleod said
afterthe Suns beat the Jazz
102-97at Salt Lake City
Wednesday
night.
11you think you can go

home and guarantee yourself
a win, you're wrong. Nothing
is easy against the Jazz,"
Macleod added.
The series continues
tonight and Sunday at
Arizona Veterans Memorial
Coliseum, where Utah 's
overall record is 3-20, before
returning to Salt Lake City
Tuesday night for Game 5.
"There's no real homecourt
advantage in the playoffs .
We have to go out there and
win," said Suns forward
Maurice Lucas.
Lucas said the Jazz had "a
super crowd" for the second

game. ··we have super fans,
too. But there's not a distinct
homecourt advantage."
Utah coach Frank Layden
recalled the Jazz ' first-round
best-of-five series against
Denver, when his team split
at home and had to go on the
road for two games.
'There 's not as much
pressure on us going down to
Phoenix as there was going to
Denver, '' he said. ''We know
we'll be back home and I'm
confident of a split."
Both tonight's game and
Sunday's game will be televis •
ed by KSL-Channel 5.

STOKES
BROTHERS
"GoingOutfor
Business"Sale
Advancedprogrammable

Casio
Financial
Calculator

~al"~"TI

Windham won't compete at WSC
USUsprinter Theodis Win-

It is the final meet of the

dhmn,drafted in Tuesday's
NR, draft in the 12th round
bytheSeattle Seahawks,
I compete, and there will
be"°""'
shuffling among the
,mddle-distance men, but the
Allietrack and field team
wtllcompete Saturday at the
Weber
State Invitational in

season prior to the PCAAs ,
May 11-12, in Fresno , Calif.
"Theodis has enjoyed a
very good season and his
marks in both the 100 and
the 200-meter sprints have
been the best in the conference," said head coach
Ralph Maughan. "He's going
to rest this week and be in

Opn.

49~9~Value
Tl-5511

position to go for wins in
both of those races at the
league meet."
Maughan indicated he will
shift personnel in the 400,
800 and 1,500-meter races
Saturday .
The limited field will include the Aggies, Weber State
and a partial delegation from
Idaho State.

~

s34

Netters off to conference tourney
Forthe first time in years, USU's tennis
teamwon more than half its regular season
matches,
finishing 10-9. And, while that
won't mean much this weekend at the PCAA
championships in Stockton, Calif., it's a
positivestart for first-year head coach Blake

W"dcox.
TheAggies enter the 10-team PCAA field

today through Sunday at Pacific. The conference tournament matches will be played on
the UOP campus and at the nearby West
Lane Racquet Club.
Wilcox says his team 's most likely placewinning prospects are Jay Bryan, the team's
No. 3 singles player, and the No. 1 doubles
team of Dave Edman and Tony Green.

Spring practice winds down for gridders
(IXllllinuedfrom page 10)

Beauford and cornerback Ed Berry are con-

lidemlthe returning starters at those four
ipols, but three 1983 redshirts -

Mario

Miller,Curtis McGee and Dale Ephriam havtall been first unit players in the past.
'1'he emphasis this week," said Pella, "will

beon special teams. We'll work a lot with

WillieBeecher (senior place kicker) in some

pressure situations. And we'll begin the search
for a replacement for our punter."
Last year's punter, Russell Griffith, left the
team to devote more time to his classwork.
Candidates for that job include offensive
lineman Brent Bartz, Ipsen, 1983 squadman
Derek Davis and Montana State transfer Kelly Herd.
The Blue-White football game will be
played May 19 at Romney Stadium.

13th ANNUAL

[,..-,,.m.-

Jvc

Complete
Deluxe
HomestereoSyi tem
110
s790

Compact
AM/FMStereo
with StereoCassette
& detac~e speakers

IMJ~s419. -s179,;a:,1
I

i,

~:~::Dolby

UnitedInter-lribalCouocil

250Value -

GW-70U

-Speakersystem Rack

Native American
Friendship Run
3, 6, 9 miles, , ,Logan
Willow Park, May 5
Registration: 7 am
Time of Race: 8 am
Willow Park located at
500W,600S,

Cost will be $5 before
May 5, on day of race $6
Make money order payable to United InterTribal Council,
Entry forms available at
ASUSU office and TSC
Info, Desk.

~f> Deluxe50 watt
~~~ Carstereow/ Dolby

~~

& amophoushead

... ~-------.. .....
-

.

\

J

S

S

,:_:,
:NO•

.

\_ /

s199

300
Value

6X91D0Watt
CarStereoSpeakers

.

75
Value

~

AM/FMin-dash
cassettecar stereo

BOValue

s29

STOKES
BROTHERS
93 E.1400N.
'We Bea,tAny Price!'

s19 753-8310
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•x breakm,
All in the ~:rco Gloris,
Ed Berry, mon Miller (as
and Solo clockwise) ,
pictured
floor spins
demonst;~~ gym woods.
on the H teaches break
The group
Monday
dancing every from 8 to
and
Thursd:,:i ,r A,I,' i•h,1
9 p.m.
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Allin the Mix spin to soul music

FINE QUALITY
FLOWERS & GIFTS
MADE FOR YOU
WITH A PERSONAL
TOUCH!!

and break normal dance barriers
IIYPAULJONES
,iaffwriter

NewYork is said to be the city with the
1,51 bn,akdancers, but USU' s All in the Mix
t,reakers have their own opinion as to where
"thebest" can be found .
SamJohnson , a member of All in the Mix,
1 recently formed break dance crew, said his
pip is as good as any other.
"New York, may be a little more advanced,
but we're just as good as they are with our
oWftstyle of breaking, " said Johnson.
n breaks with six other dancers:
n Miller, Ed Berry, Alfred Castro,

Dalton, Marco Cloris and Gary Huey.
USU students.
said the group came up with its

:onecan break. If they are
to take a few bumps and
, they can do it.'
e eating lunch at Carosel Square.
made up the name , he was joking
ething else at first, but it sounded
us . It fit us perfectly," he said as the
a mix of different nationalities.
dancing, or breaking, originally
from ·South Bronx ghettos in the
dance is a combination of martial
ent, disco dancing, acrobatics and
on the ground in various directions.
n said the members are quit skilled,
most of them have only been
dancing for three months. '1 didn 't
to break until I came back from
ia, over the Christmas vacation," he
, who was originally in acrobatics
he started to break dance, said he
this past summer and it only took him
days to learn the basics. He said,
, that he is still learning.
n said the group doesn 't have a
leader . "Everyone voices his opinion

and the~ we come up with an agreement. "
Dancing to soul music, All in the Mix
performs on weekends and some weekdays.
They can be found spining for high schools
assemblies, dances and clubs.
Group member Miller, who is also a wide
receiver for the Aggie football team, said
break dancing helps his flexibility in football.
He also said the number of spectators the
dancers attract lets them know whether they
are performing well or not. 'We always have
big crowds," he said, "and when they're
packed and screaming we know we're doing
good, but when there not yelling, we know
we are doing bad."
When the group is breaking, they take it
seriously. "It's a serious thing, " Johnson said.
"It's like playing in a big football game. "
"I always take it seriously, but at the same
time I'm having fun," Miller said: "It's a
hobby for me."
Miller said All in the Mix learns by
watching other breakers perform on video
and in movies. 'We get together and watch
videos of other groups, and then we go out
and execute it." Miller said practicing six
hours a week, and teaching a class every
week helps improve the group's performance.
Break.dancing is taught every Monday and
Thursday from 8 to 9 p.m. in the HPER
Building. Cost is $6 a session or $35 for eight
sessions.
'1 think anyone can break if they put in the
time," Johnson said. "They want to just jump
down and do it, but if they are willing to take
a few bumps and bruises they can do it."
Money made from the classes covers the
group's traveling expenses. Johnson said
making money on performances isn't their
real goal - breaking into movies is.
'We want to make it into movies (similar
to 'Fame' or 'Flashdance'), " he said. "The
money we m~ke now isn't as important as
getting the exposure. lf we keep getting the
exposure, we'll make it."
Johnson said he believes everyone should
learn to break. "It's in style. People shouldn't
just stick to one type of dance; they should
try to be more versatile."

Weddings • Coursages • Fresh Flowers
We've Moved!
We are now located at
31 No. Main, Logan

753-3131
Btins your Mom ln and vialt our beautiful new store.

ExcitingThingsAre Happening
in Special
Education!

The Department of Special Education invites
you to attend an orientation meeting on
Wednesday, May 9, from 7-8:30 p.m.
Meeting will be held in room 151 of the
Exceptional Child Center.

learn About Career Opportunities in
Special Education. Find out about our
career training program options.
Refreshments wl be served.

u,htemn,

Mother's
Weekend

Fashion
Show
'A Day at the
Olympics' - theme

Friday,

May4

Sunburst Lounge
Presented by HECE 396

Bolt

Breulll'

Condor
Blouses
Tops
Pants
Dreue1
etc ...

Limited

Selection
Swim Saito

Union Bay

...

lzod
Ocean

Pactnc

Waterville

MOTHERS
. Wl!EURD

CoUe1eTown

OBLYII

WED-SAT

Hello, Lois .. yah , this is Sam. Hey , ya
gotta hear this one. Statesman
Penonab
are only $1 . .. ya, you heard
right, $1 .. . Clear 'till the end of the
school year. Now get your hindie down
there to TSC 31 7 and make it snappy!

Come join STAB's
Hot Box Dinner Theatre
Spon•ored

by STAB Nightclub

■ nd

Student

Production•

New moves surprise
conventional crowd
By KRISTI GLISSMEYER
scene editor

The three men slide walk , controlled in an illusion of
slow motion , then break into movements which pass like
electric currents from one dancer to another. Place a felt
hat on the slick floor and the dancer , with hand on hat
balancing the other hand and two strong legs in the air,
becomes a spinner.
Three break dancers surprised a Cache Valley Mall
crowd earlier this year with an unexpected display of their
unique talent. A good hint of pantomime was in movemtnt
as the dancers broke to the music of Herby Hancock's
uplempo "Rocket" vibrating from a portable stereo. The
three breakers are now part of the seven-member All in tlw
Mix, USU's first break group.
Spectators gathered in tront ot the Bon to watch,
applaud, "oo " and "aah " as the three hit the deck in a
senes ot spins and turns. The men put obvious effort into
physically taxing floor flips, but the audience seemed
unaware that tips were in order - break dancing is a MW
phenomenon to the conventional Logan populace. In bi88ff
cities, breakers do it in the street for cash.
Break dancing has been popular on the East Coast sinct
the early 70s when street gangs, proficient al switchblade
management, discovered dancing as an alternative to
fighting.

May 9, 10, 11, 12, 14
TSC Ballroom
Dinner/ 7:00 p.m.
Dinner & Show/ $5.00 per seat
Tickets reserved by calling 750-1738
or visit TSC Rm 326

Student

Center Movies

Breaking , a combination of dance and acrobatics,
requires ability , know-how and strength. Proof of expertisr
in break competitions became the new street way to
establish gang status and claim city turf. It is reportedly
less painful than a rumble.
Break dancing was seen as kid's stuff when it emerged,
but now breaking with its intricate, focused movements
and difficult floor spins is considered an art. Public
exposure of the dancers has grown. Breaking crews, most
often made up of young men from minority groups, are
being showcased in entertainment specials, movies and twn
soap operas across the United States.
Born a decade ago in the Bronx, breaking can now bt
found in streets on the West Coast where young movers
break by the bay for tourists' tips. Though the coins t.-d
into a street -breaker 's hat may not be much to write homt
about , most breakers are content to pay their dues until
they can break into bigger work: movies, videos or the
stage .
USU's All in the Mix breakers don 't often dance in city
streets (an occassional Mall , maybe), but they can be found
spinning for community schools and clubs - the crew
anticipates someday breaking its way into the big timt.
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MICHAEL CAINE • JULIE WALTERS

Fri and Sat
Midnight Movie
Fri & Sat

7:00 8e 9:30
JOHN BELUSHI
D\N AYKROYD

-

e
l

c<Jassifieds,-~
Femaleroommate.Share3 bdrm. $125 mo.

NRVICES

CAl)tE VALLEY STARTERSANO ALTER- plus utilities. Call Valerie753-1038 after 6

Maria, Let's go and live on the edgeSatu<
day mght-Chucldas
.

K,
IA'Tm'S"YounameIt• we Wireit" Tiredol ~P-.,.m_.
--~-----Havinga great time, wish you were here.
llllnllOppedoff, call us first. 115 Soulh ANNOUNCEMENTS
lllln, rear 753-1776.
Comejoin the St. Jude'sChildrenHospital BreakfastJustisn't the samewithoutyou!

STORAGE
SPACE
AVAILABLE
5 x 8's S20, 8 x 1O's. $30 permonth.
Cll 752·1994days.call 752-9329nights
n1 weekendsand ask tor Tracy.

Bike-A-Thon.
May5th at 10 a.m.It w1Ustart
at C'.entral
Parkand will continueon In taps
of 5 miles each. Sponsocsheets can be
pickedup at the USUlnlormationdesk.

Still loveyou, Papi.

RobinsAwards
May 5, 1984
8:00
KentConcertHall
TicketSS.50

HANDMADE
JEWELRY,WEDDING
BANOS. Guysand DollsProduction
Yu design mine.Whylet a machinedo
1 cnttsman'swork?Al Carlson563-3345. Wed-Mon.
May 9, 10. 11, 12, 14

°'

l,08T AND FOUND
LOST:Textbook-Electriccircuits by J.
IIISSOn.
Haslight-blueIEEEbookcover.Call
753-0808Of leaveat EEoffice.
LOSTLevi denomjacke1Apni 23 in Engr.
11111D,
has blanketlining,hofeIn lett elbow.
-call
Ct.JckSCham~
753-9950(room
708(
HELP WANTED

AUTAIiUNt..lMITEO
to live fn NewEngland
SIiias.Opportunityto seeNYCandvicinity.
andboard aoo weekly s,uary. Cali
Ogdon,392-1928 0< wnte AU TAIR
IHJIITED,P.O.Box 586 Ogden84402.
lnln51ed in a very profitablesummerJob?
WIiynottry markeUng?
We marketa new
successful
prodoctgoingnatioowide.
canus
lor yoor GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
call
75267800< 752-6780.
l'ORRENT
Finst GateApts nowrenting1ors001mer
&
1111
OJllffllOS
!or slngles who desire own
llnl or want to stwe, Lg. furn. 3 bdnn.,
10 usu & shopp<ng.
ns/oo/np.can
7521516& 2397.

*

*

BETTER
HURRYI
2 belhom,all-efectric,dishwasher,W/ 0
•·•·

deck,lotsof grass,tor coopleson~-NS,NP,CaliEx1.1743 !or appt. to see.

*
811.S:&mm«

*
or next school year nice

-:
furnished,4 bedrooms
(5 gins),2
illlls, 2 ~ks. U.S.U.Oeposit,NS,NO,NP.

USUStudents-Ev8ry
Tues,Wed,Thurs. Pre
sent student10for 15 percentdiscounton
o;rv,er
/ShowS5.00
all servicesat HollywoodBeautyr,olleoe
. In·
eludescuts, perms, styles, nails. 8:30-5.
Tickets availableat Activity Centeron the
Here's your chanceto ask someoneout for
3'd floorol the UC.
a dinneranda show.GuysandDollsproducFOR SALE
tionMay9, 10, 11, 12, 14. Tickets$5.00 a
1970 Kiri<wood
MobileHome12 X 50, ex- seat.
cellentconchtion,
swampcol1er
, applianes&
JFTor CJ: Havea terrific day anda super
dryer.Atter6:30 pm call 753-4219.
weekend!!
LoveMissT.H.I.N. thegirl with
Mobile home 14 X 65 newty remodeled 1he $60. truck.
woodstove,cooler,fridge,DW$9000 Men·
Todangerous
Duo: Knightliness
is oneof our
don752-0126 "7531373 .
minors.Waituntilyouseeour ma1ors
. If you
BESTOFFER
INTOWN!!!!
narrowthe fieldwe canserenade
youalone,
Anxious to sell 1972 12 X 65 Stardust insteadol the wholecontinental.Willing&
mobile home; Hyrumlocation;spacious2
Able.
bedrooms,2 full baths; nice large yard,
largeawning,supergoodneighborhood,
appraisedat $10,000. Pleasemakean otter.
Eric 245-4960or Colleen245-4967.
OON'TPASSTHISONEUP!ii

°'

OIAMONDS
Gettingmarried?Avoidget rich pncesand
save money\ All stones guaranteed
. No
pressureto buy. Nancy 753-7455 Steve
753-1662.
Cutyourcost of buyingdiamondsby 40-70
percent.We sell far belowall popularprice
lists!!!Callus last and proveto yOll'Sfllfthat
no ooecan delivertor less! CHAMONOS
IN•
TERNATIONAL
WHOLESALER
753-5619.

PERSONALS
ColfeeHoose
Sat. night 6 p.m. to 1 a.m.
open stage for music, poetry, etc. Wide
varietyol light dinners,appetizers,
pastries,
andcoffeesavailable.

'°'

Comesee The RobinsAwards given
Man,Women,Achievement,Organization,
-3-bdrm.
2 ba1h!urn.apt. ONEBLOCK Personality, Talent, Man and Women
A1helete
and Alumnusol the Year.
AIJII OLDMAIN.Rates !or 6, 5, 4, 3,
-,.
tor next schoolyear. Low summer Congratulations!
To all new SigmaNu aclllls lor~ngies" couples.NP752-3413 tives in makinglastweeka greatactivation
llllr5.
week.-8rothersof SigmaNu.
All kr 14) to 8 persons,large modem4
Cynthia,Youarefinally21. All thewild men
....,, 2 ba1hs1/2 ~ USUw.d.d.w.n.s. are waiting you at the bars. So lets go
~~~ entireperiod(6/ 2 to party. Love your wonderfulroomiesTracy
andLOO.
''"""

563-6198.
APARTMENT
FORRENT

'°'

:r;:,1:
f~

Direct Jewelry
Sales
By now you

KNOW

we sen for less ...
about 66% less!
Mon-Sal 10·6 In the
Emporium, 55 N. Main

752-0090

••• ••••••••

ID-1 .......

..._

C

( the difference.}

Compare us to all
the rest.
Save Time and
money at

kinko·s copies
753-0511

4

7:00&9&30FAV

Brings USU
The Lowest worldwide
airfares available

Australia
Fiji
Tokyo
Taipei
Hong Kong

150Tickets$3at1hedoor

.

Seoul

n., f1ili,t1U,,1il, <i>ntofAto~<rtlW,t' ~•••~
•••, who,_,m,. .t • for..t•r, I~ to "f'•lld
rJ; "'• hf-<.H,.,1,t,tt,,r, • t<idol'J<,/;
•i_,. •ittl lt,,,hr~ dl.t11M1r"!lit d~ia1
~ !Ml\, I~ ~it Nrth ht'c'C<lll.t"Mt~ p(A~•
fl8 '"'m<l<d
ii\ i,.,. ~ m>od1"1
!"'l'ltl,t,/
.wl
~11'tiov6rof1,,lalt,,,,\~,-1
11ic
_,"'I •~ e,~I~ lui» to-thl ~att.u, acayttJIG&
of th,
"" N f'nr1Nor
h1•voft,"""'°"I·

/: IMt-""k•

P'""'·

It IU of-WAJdli.(ditullrorrllt !1Cll\tpohh<1,I
tpto"MM
of ¼t',I,')

H.i.T.
H.i.T.

25 West Center, Logan

Today's Special
Roast Turkey iS'.,,;>
w/ sage dressing"5's
~

.,,

Computer Address Labels
MECHANICALLY

ATTACHED

TO YOUR MAILING PIECES
Fast • Efficient

• Inexpensive

Our complete service offers:
Layout - Composition - Printing - Binding
and now attaching your own computer generated
labels to ready your llterature for mailing

•
Stationery

869SoulllMain Smithfield

*WEST

563-6285

ATES THEATRES*

Here are a few of our
departures) :

/!J;'tc/uvooJ
(1'!10)

llp1uit1hM •

South Pacific, Inc.

753-8310

.W...,W•Jili,

'°'

All thoselate nighthours spentstudying
midtermswill pay of! ii you will just H.I.T.

Restaurant
• Steaks •Shrimp•C:hi cken•

NurUSU Ccimpusl

93 E. 1400N.

Friday,

.Jt,

FOfall you MENat USUwho really Uketo
Grind. t'd like you to give me a try. M. H.
To the Little AlphaChi reporter:Reporters
state tact, not opinions
. Pleasekeepyour's
to yourself.The environmentlivest

215 E. 700N.

Low Fares (west coast

STOKES BROTHERS

TICKETS
$5.00
AVAILABLEAT TSC326.

Glauser's

1)~()

New Color .........
$25
Black and White .... , SI 0
Microwave .........
$30
Apt. Fridge ..........
$ I0
Video Recorder
Mon-Thurs •••• 494 CS.y

GUYSANDOOLLPRODUCTION

Incl. soup, salad, veg., potato, roll

Rent.a TV

........

per seat.Dinnerandshow!!
S.X. Boony, Happy Silver Birthday.Hope
you're ready to be walkingbow-legged
tor
abouta week.Wizard.
Tommy
, we got reservationsfor you at the
sheepfarmwe passedIn Wyoming
. So back
off anddon't say we neverdid anything!Of
youbaby. We'llneverbringyoudownagain
CS.TA.
Let's try this again- now readcarefully
and slowly; II you submitted artwOfk
(photosor art) to theCrucibleand yourname
is not Hall, Bowman,Baxter,Chatter1ey
or
Eastman
, you canptck upyoursubmissions
at TSC312. Are the magazinesreadyyet?
Nothey are not. Youwill be informed when

Check our dinner menu.
Good, filling dinners at a
modest price!

Hippy llrthdayVller• Robbins ondYoU too Hol Gofdon •.•

•••••••••••
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Cometo RobinsAwardsandseeSkilasand they are.ThankYoo.
Henderson!
Ticketscan be boughtin room
326 of the TaggartStudentcenter.Tickets Thanks to all the gorgeousmen who enJoyedour Springformalwith us in Jackson
S5.50
Hole!!! Love, the fun and exc1tmgAlpha
NOVACANCY!!!Oance
to !he soundof "NO Chi's.
VACANCY"at the MamStreeetAlley. ExTo
Lisa the LebaneseQueen,I'm going
tremetydanceablerock plus ortginaltunes.
MAY9 & 10 WED& THURS
. Comerockar,J crazyand dreamof your retum.Maybewe
could go up the canyon and use my
party.
emergencycandle-ca11
please.LoveDave
Bnnga dateto Guysand Dollsprod.Wed., DINNER/SHOW
Moo. May9, 10, 11, 12, 14. Tickets$5.00

$499rt
$680rt
$649rt
$749rt
$749rt
$799rt

and many more including:
Tahiti, New Zealand,
New Guinea, Samoa,
Singapore, Bangkok,
Fiji ..

call
Now!
563-3211

Fri& Sat Times
Cinema
.,_◄_3_s._M_~_•--' 7:00 9:15 11 :3.,. __ 6o_w_
._1o_o_N_
. .J
7:00 9:30
Capitol

If you don't know what they are,
you don't know what you're missing.

..

'B~Ck.'Burn,e_I
____
Reservations for caps
and gown due soon
Reservations for caps and gowns are due
by May 4. Further information can be
obtained from your college office. Fees
should be paid at the Cashier's Office in

begin in Wellsville, go north through
Mendon and end up at Willow Park in
Logan. Preregister al the Sportsman at 7
a.m. the day of the race. The cost is $5
for Cache Sun 'N Snow members and $6
for non -members. The event is sponsored
by Cache-Rich Tourist Council and the
Cache Sun 'N Snow Runners and prizes
include T-shirts, awards and certificates.

Old Main.

Choreographer's
forum

Women's financial
aid available

The Dance Department (Danceworks)
presents Choreographer's Forum, an
informal showing of final dance works of
the choreography class, May 4 at 7 p.m.
in HPER 215. Everyone is welcome and
there is no charge.

Applications for fall quarter financial
assistance through the Women's Center
are now available. To qualify, women
must have at least a five year gap in their
education, or be a junior, senior or
graduate student. Applications must be
returned by May 11.

Bridgerland Half
marathon held
The Bridgerland Half Marathon will be
held May 5 at 8 a.m. The course will

HECE fashion show
HECE 396, Fashion Promotion, presents
"A Day At The Olympics" fashion show

@lendar

a:
lL

May 4, 1984
OL.ast day for graduating seniors to reservecap and gowns in the
Cashier's Office.
□ Michael Frome to speak on ''Must Our National Parks Be Sacrificed To
Politics1" at 12:30 p.m. in the SC Auditorium .
O'1'wentie th Anniversary Of The Wilderness Act: Still In Search Of The
Promised Land?" with Michael Frome in the Business Building Auditorium
at 8p.m.
DSC Movie Educating Rita at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the SC Auditorium.
DSC Midnight Movie Blues Brothers in the SC Auditorium,
OST AB coed aerobics clas.s at 7 a.m. in HPER 203.
□ Close entry date for men's and women' track and field, lntramurals.
O" A Day At The Olympics" fashion show in conjunctions with Mother's
Week al 6:30 and 8 p.m. in the SC Sunburst Lounge.
□ US U Mountaineering Club rock climbing trip to 'The City Of The
Rocks" in Idaho. Call Ben at 753-8218.
□ Mot her's Weekend begins.
ODance works presents Choreographer's Forum at 7 p.m. in HPER 215.
OMEC HA will be selling homemade burritos in the quad all day and will
be holding an open house in the international student center.
OUITC frybread sale for 50 cents at the SC patio, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

May 5, 1984
□ Summit Cyclists Bicycle Club and Sierra Club ride to
Cache Junction Cafe for brunch from Sunrise Cyclery at 9
a.m.
□ Robins Awards presented by QWIC and Sigma Nu, for
Man of the Year, Woman of the Year, etc. in the Kent
Concert Hall at 8 p.m.
DSC Movie Educating Rita in the SC Auditorium at 7 and
9,30 p.m.
DS C Midnight Movie Blues Brothers in the SC Auditorium.

z
0

~

May 7, 1984
□ Alpha Lamda Delta social, guitar concert at 8 p.m. in the
SC Sky Room.
□Association for Computing Machinery annual election
meeting in Eccles 307 at 2,30 p.m.
DSC Movie Flight of the P/1oe11ixat 7 and 9,30 p.m. in the
SC Auditorium.

in conjuction with Mother's Week, Friday
at 6:30 and 8 p.m. in the SC Sunburst
Lounge.

1984-85 GSA
elections held
Elections of the 1984-85 Graduate
Student Association officers will be held

Friday at 12,30 p.m. in the SC. All
graduate students may run for office.
Nomination fonns will be available
immediately before the elections.

Scholarships
available
Fifteen USU students will receive full
tuition scholarships if they choose to
teach in some critical shortage area in
Utah's public schools, including bilingual
education, math, music and others.
Contact Dr. Eldon Drake in the Education
Building, Room 113 for more infonnation.

--The deadline for submitting applications ii

May 15.

Applications due
for scholarships
Applications are due May 7 for the
Helen Lundstrom Scholarship, Neil 0.
Gruwell Scholarship and the Nawat
Naman Scholarship, Applications should
be returned to SC 326.

Deadlines listed
for Back Burner
All campus clubs, organizations,
individuals and university department,
interested in putting their newsworthy
announcements on The Back Burner
should complete a form available at TSC
315. Both calendar items and notica of
activities need to follow these deadline,
Tuesday and Thursday at 10 a.m. and
Friday at 2 p.m. for publication in the
next regular issue.

What's 'Playing_~
Purple Hearl, Police Academy,
Footloose. Midnight movies Road Warrior, Night Hawk,
Somewhere In Time. 752-7762.
Utah - Splash. 752-3072.
Redwood - Hard Body. 752-5098.
Cinema - Bounty. 753-1900.
Capitol - Romanci,ig The Stone. 752-7521.
Mann's Triplex -

Weath,e,_r
____
Today's forecast
Variable clouds with widely scattered showers. Highs in the
50s. Low around 27.
Tomorrow's forecast
Gusty variable winds and periods of snow. Highs around
55. Lows near 30.

_,

